Manufacturers balancing internal service
requests with new business initiatives
face a unique set of IT challenges.
Managed services can help.
Manufacturers that task IT with the internal
management of all of the business’ computing
environments often find their business expectations
are not being met.
In addition to the traditional IT requirements and
concerns facing businesses of any type, as an
IT pro in a manufacturing company, you have
the added and very pressing need to keep your
ERP systems up and running so production lines
are moving at all times. The word “downtime”
isn’t something your IT team even wants in its
vocabulary. But internal resources are often
preoccupied with everyday monitoring and
management tasks, industry compliance issues,
data security needs, and in some cases, you may
even be struggling to support a global organization
despite having a finite, country-specific IT staff.
As a result, your team lacks the time to focus on
delivering the technological solutions that will give
the business a competitive edge. The desire for that
competitive edge is a prime reason manufacturers
industrywide are embracing the idea of managed
services today.
Trusting Logicalis with your IT services can
empower your team to shift priorities, focusing
on your core business objectives while our
experts attend to your day-to-day IT infrastructure
monitoring and management needs. The Logicalis
Managed Services model is a proven, cost-effective
way to manage your IT operations and deliver higher
service levels throughout your organization.

Multi-national manufacturers can rely on Logicalis to
provide a one-stop-shop for high-quality managed
services regardless of geography as well. With
highly skilled technical specialists and a consistent
international Optimal Services Management
platform, remote infrastructure management is
guaranteed 24x7x365 and backed by some of
the most stringent resolution-based service level
agreements (SLAs) in the business.
What can be gained?
Relying on an experienced team of IT specialists
with deep expertise in the manufacturing market
empowers you to leave behind frustrating daily
IT challenges, freeing internal staff to implement
more strategic, business-building technological
advancements:

Balance IT needs with productively running a
manufacturing business.

Highly experienced, efficient technology experts
are guaranteed at a fraction of the cost of full-time
employees thanks to managed services’ shared
resource model.

Previously overworked IT employees can redirect
their efforts to more value-added services.

Budgeting for technology management becomes
simple and predictable.

A robust, reliable infrastructure puts the struggle
of prioritizing IT needs in the past.

With the Logicalis promise of a partnership
built on trust and reliability comes the
opportunity to utilize our common service
platform that delivers consistency of services
on an international basis.
The Logicalis promise
As evaluating partnerships with managed services
providers (MSPs) becomes mainstream, getting
lost in a sea of potential partners, SLAs and cost
considerations is common. But not all MSPs are
alike in terms of their performance and level of
service. Experience is the key differentiator.

What can we do for
your organization?
Contact Logicalis to
learn how we can help.
Visit
www.us.logicalis.com
Call
866.456.4422
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More than 15 years of experience in providing
managed services has allowed Logicalis to perfect
a foundation of robust tools and a knowledge base
of intelligence that we pass on to our customers.
The result? Better management of your production
and IT environments, fewer false alerts, and shared
knowledge from lessons learned managing a myriad
of manufacturers’ IT environments over time. The
Logicalis difference is about what manufacturers
get from a partnership: the people, processes and
tools that stand behind your business. At Logicalis,
our Managed Services team looks, feels and
operates just like an extension of your own internal
IT department providing repeatable, consistent
services and the same levels of agility and flexibility
no matter where your operations are located
throughout the world.
Tools and processes
An overwhelming number of technologies and
capabilities would be required to ensure the global
availability of high-performance, critical IT systems
– something that’s just not practical for most
manufacturers to build in house. All of the tools and
processes needed to support your infrastructure
and save capital are, however, the cornerstone of
the Logicalis Managed Services offering.

24x7x365 monitoring, management and multitiered support for both data center and production-line computing systems enhances availability
and minimizes/eliminates downtime


Standard service provides problem, change,
patch and vendor management

Dependable security procedures support manufacturing industry and government compliance
requirements

Advanced architecture and proven ITIL expertise
guarantee performance and alignment with business needs across your entire organization

Tough, resolution-based SLAs offer guarantees
manufacturers can count on

Convenient online portal allows manufacturers to
manage services, report issues, request new services, monitor incidents, view detailed analytics
and more

A global portfolio of services and capabilities
gives multi-national manufacturers consistent
services solutions that align business and technology requirements around the world
Logicalis Managed Services include:

24x7x365 monitoring and management of
production and business IT systems

Automation workflows

ITSM toolset

Mature incident, problem and change
management processes

Alarm thresholds and automation

Performance metrics and analyses

Automated communication between alarms
and tickets

Process resolutions

Experienced IT engineers

Dedicated Service Delivery Manager

